It is well known that the complete quotient ring of a Noetherian ring coincides with its classical quotient ring, as shown in Akiba [1] . But in general, the structure of the complete quotient ring of a given ring is largely unknown. This paper investigates the structure of the complete quotient ring of certain Prùfer rings. Boisen and Larsen [2] considered conditions under which a Prùfer ring is a homomorphic image of a Prùfer domain and the properties inherited from the domain. We restrict our investigation primarily to homomorphic images of semilocal Prùfer domains. We characterize the complete quotient ring of a semilocal Prùfer domain in terms of complete quotient rings of local rings and a completion of a topological ring. Further, if the kernel of the homomorphism has an irredundant primary decomposition, we characterize the elements of the complete quotient ring.
Introduction.
It is well known that the complete quotient ring of a Noetherian ring coincides with its classical quotient ring, as shown in Akiba [1] . But in general, the structure of the complete quotient ring of a given ring is largely unknown. This paper investigates the structure of the complete quotient ring of certain Prùfer rings. Boisen and Larsen [2] considered conditions under which a Prùfer ring is a homomorphic image of a Prùfer domain and the properties inherited from the domain. We restrict our investigation primarily to homomorphic images of semilocal Prùfer domains. We characterize the complete quotient ring of a semilocal Prùfer domain in terms of complete quotient rings of local rings and a completion of a topological ring. Further, if the kernel of the homomorphism has an irredundant primary decomposition, we characterize the elements of the complete quotient ring.
Throughout the paper, all rings are commutative and have identity 1. If 5 is a multiplicatively closed set in a ring R, we let Rs be a ring of quotients of R. For S the set of regular elements of R, Rs is Q C \(R), the classical quotient ring of R. If S is the complement of a prime ideal P of R, Rs is also written as R P} the localization of R to P. Among the conditions which are equivalent to R being a Prùfer domain, one which we will find particularly useful is:
A domain R is Prùfer if and only if for every proper prime ideal P of R } the localization R P is a valuation ring (Theorem 22.1, (1), p. 276, Gilmer [5] ).
An ideal A in a commutative ring R is dense if rA = 0 implies r = 0 for all r £ R. It follows immediately that the finite intersection of dense ideals is dense. The notation of Lambek [6] is used in the discussion of complete quotient rings. If R is a ring, then Q(R) denotes the complete quotient ring of R. For / G Q(R) we define the domain of / or dom R f to be R: R f, a dense ideal in R. We will write dom / for dom R f provided that R is clearly specified. If R is an arbitrary commutative ring, then R C Q cl ( 
R) Ç Q(R).
Let Ai, . . . , A n be primary ideals of a ring R and let P t = \OE], i = 1, . . . , n. A representation A = H A t of an ideal A is said to be an irredundant primary decomposition if:
(i) No A f contains the intersection of the other primary ideals, and
(ii) P t 9* Pjîori 9*j.
If x G R, we will write x as the image of x under the canonical map R -> R/A. Let R be an integral domain. For the monomorphism R -> i? P , e and c will represent the extension and contraction, respectively, of ideals; namely I e = IR P and J c = JC\R.
Semilocal Priifer domains.
Let R be a semilocal Priifer domain and let T be an ideal of R. Let rj be the epimorphism of R onto R/T. Let In the following we assume that the integral domain D and ideal A satisfy the above three properties.
Notice that R need not be semilocal in order that Rs be semilocal. If R is a Priifer domain and T has an irredundant primary decomposition Pi T P with P = \fT~p, then Rs is semilocal where 5 = R\\J P, and Rs, TRs satisfy the three conditions.
Let the set of maximal ideals of D be denoted by A. We will establish that there is a unique smallest dense ideal in D/A.
We let v P denote the valuation associated with the maximal ideal P of D. THEOREM 1.1. For each maximal ideal P G A there is a prime ideal P* Ç^ P such that whenever x P G D\P*, PGA, then there exists x G D such that v P (x) = Vp(x P ) for all PGA.
Proof. Suppose for each PGA there is a y P G P, but y P is not in any other maximal ideal of D. We define
For each PGA, choose x P G D\P*. Then there is an m G Z + , independent of P, such that m • v P (y P ) > v P {x P ). Let z P = Il/yp' m , where the product is over all maximal ideals but P. Then for maximal ideals P f ^ P, we have z P G P'\P; further, v P (z P ) -0 and Vp>{z P ) = v P >(y P > m ) > v P '(x P >). Let x = J^ XpZp, where the sum is over all maximal ideals. Since v P {x P >z P >) > v P (x P ) for P 9^ P' and v P {x P z P ) = v P (x P ), we have v P (x) = v P (x P ). The existence of the y P 's follows since the elements in A are maximal ideals. For maximal ideals P 5* P', let y PP . G P\P f . Define y P by:
Then 3> P is in P, but in no other maximal ideals.
For a maximal ideal P, if the ideal A ec is not P-primary, then \/A ec is a prime ideal properly contained in P, and the prime ideal P* of the theorem can be chosen to contain V' A ec . Proof. Let Po be a prime ideal containing B. Then there is an ideal P Ç A B Ç A which contains P 0 . Suppose x £ P\PQ and thus x £? B. By Theorem 1.1 there is a w G D such that v P (x) ^ v P (w) > 0 and v P >(w) = 0 for P' Ç A and P ' 7 e P. Since the ideals of Z) P ' are linearly ordered, PP> P / C wD P / = D P / for P' ^ P and PP P C P 0 P> P C WD P ^ D P . We now fix P by letting P be the intersection of all A -dense ideals P of A. Since A is a finite set, B is a dense ideal in D. Proof. By Lemma 1.2, B is the smallest ^4 -dense ideal of D and by Corollary 3, page 97, Lambek [6] , the complete quotient ring of D is Horns (P, B).
Next we relate the complete quotient ring of a homomorphic image of a semilocal Prufer domain to a certain product of complete quotient rings of homomorphic images of valuation domains. Remark. If P is ^4-dense, then Q(V) = Homy(P, P), whereas if P is not
Proof. The property that P is not A -dense is equivalent to the existence of a y G V where y G (A : P)V4. Since the ideals of V are linearly ordered, we have that A Ç yV. But yP CL A and since P is a maximal ideal of V, there are no ideals properly between yP and yV.
We next consider a necessary condition for a prime ideal of A to be A -dense. First suppose that P G A and P 2 ^ P. Then, for some x G D, x G P\P 2 . By Theorem 1.1 we may assume that v P > (x) -0 for P' G A, P' ^ P, and ^P(x) > 0. Thus xD P , = P> P > = PP> P > for P' ^ P and xD P = PD P . Hence xD = OA xD e = P. If P is .4-dense, then x is a unit, contrary to x G P. Thus, in order that P in A be A -dense, we must have P = P 2 . Of course, P need not be yl-dense even though P = P 2 .
Suppose that P G A is A -dense, but PD P is not ^4P> P -dense in D P . By Lemma 1.4 there is a w G P such that ^4P> P = wPD P = \y G P> P |^(;y) > z>(w)} and ^4D P is a proper subset of wD P = ^4D P : PD P . We denote by 4^p
) the ideal AD P : PP> P of P> P . Note that A^ : PD P = (AD P : PD P ) : PD P = -4 (P) and thus PP> P is an
If P G A implies that both P is A -dense and PD P is AD P -dense, we again define A^ = ,4P> P : PD P , but now ,4 (P) = ,4P> P . If P G A is not A -dense,
For P G A let Q (P) be the complete ring of quotients of D P /A (P) .
Thus if P G A we have the following possibilities:
(i) P G A and P is ^-dense. Then PD P is ,4 (P) = ,4P> P : PP> P -dense and the complete ring of quotients of
as given by the remark after Lemma 1.4. (ii) P G A and P is not A -dense. Then A^P ) = AD P and PD P could be .4 (P) -dense. In this case we are more concerned with the factor ring
than with the quotient ring Q (P) .
not empty. By definition of ^4 (P) , the maximal ideals in A' are A -dense, but
then ,4P> P = xPP> P -{y G P>M:y) > *>P(*)}. Let c G C. For P £ A', c £ P and tf P (c) > 0; hence v P (cx) > v P (x) and ex G ^4D P . Thus Cx C HA-4^P = 4. or x G 04 : C)\A, contrary to C being dense. Thus
QA. , we define/ (P) G Q (P) . If P G A is not ,4-dense, then there is an x 6 5\P such that BD P = xD P = P> P . We define /^ G D P /A^ Q QW as / (P) = z/x + ^4 (P) , where fx = z. Notice that/ (P) is independent of the choice of x and z.
Consider the natural homomorphism from D into EL
If P G A is A -dense, then BD P = P£> P is ^( P) -dense and we define f {P) G QiP) by /w^/y + A^) = z/y + A^p\ where y G D\P, x G 5, and /* = z. We need to show that/ (P) is, in fact, well-defined. Suppose 
Irredundant primary decomposition. We next characterize Q(V/A)
, where F is a valuation ring with maximal ideal P and A is a P-primary ideal not equal to P. The result is then used to characterize Q(D/A), where D is a semilocal Priifer domain with maximal ideals P and A has an irredundant primary decomposition C\ A P , with P = \/A P . Let F be a valuation ring w r ith associated valuation v and with ideals P and A as described above. The intersection of all P-primary ideals of F is a prime ideal P 0 of F, and associated with this prime ideal is a rank one subgroup of the value group of F. By Proposition 5.15, p. 110 of [7] , this subgroup is The converse of Theorem 2.3 is also true. THEOREM 
Let V be a valuation ring with valuation v and maximal ideal P and let A be a P-primary ideal of V, where either A = {x £ F|^(x) > r) or A = {x £ F|^(x) ^ r). Let an element a £ V and a sequence (bj)j^N of units in V be given such that v(bj-1) > r -v(a) -1/j, where j ^ TV and \/N < r -v{a). If v(x) > l/i, i £ Z + and i > N, define fx
Proof. First we show that/ is well-defined. (P) . We now proceed to show that the subring is IT Q (P) itself when A has an irredundant primary decomposition. LEMMA 
By Theorem 1.7, Q(D/A) is isomorphic to a subring of Ft ()

Let D be a semilocal Prilfer domain with maximal prime ideals P. Let A be an ideal of D such that Q C] (D/A) = D/A. If A has an irredundant primary decomposition, A = f\ A P , where each A P is P-primary, then D/A is isomorphic to II D P /A (P) .
Proof. Let A have an irredundant primary decomposition D A P with maximal primes P, as stated above. Then the A P are pairwise comaximal and, since D is a Priifer domain, D satisfies the Chinese Remainder Theorem (pp. 307-10, Gilmer [5] ).
Let , we can establish the following theorem. THEOREM 
. Let D be a semilocal Priifer domain with maximal prime ideals P. Let A be an ideal of D such that Q cl (D/A) = D/A. If A has an irredundant primary decomposition, A = D A P , where each A P is P-primary, then Q(D/A) is isomorphic to H Q {P) .
Let/ G Q(p) and let P G A be
Given f G Q(D) there is a sequence (ai)i^N of units in D and an element c G D such that for x G B, fx = II^L^ ofix where v P (x) > \/N
r for all A-dense ideals P. Furthermore, if P is A-dense, then A P = {x G D\v P (x) ^ r P } and either 
and if P G A is W0£ A-dense, then a t -I £ A P . If P is A-dense and x ^ B, where v P (x) > l/N', N' G Z+ and N' > N, define fx = U^1 â t cx f . Then f e Q(D).
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.4.
Topological closure. Let D be a semilocal Prufer domain and let D/A be its own classical quotient ring. We construct a topology in D/A and demonstrate that the completion of the topological ring is Q(D/A). Let v P be the valuation associated with
where we assume the map is onto the ordered group G P . If P is A -dense and £ G G P + , let U^P ) = {x G £> P A4 (P) |there is a;y G Q c i(£>) such that;y = xand^P(;y) > £} and let G P ' be the set of all £ G G P + for which £7^ ^ {Ô}. If P is not ,4-dense, we define U^P ) as above but let G P = G P + . For P A -dense, we have C\^G P > U^ = {0} since x G U Vp{x / P) for x G £> P V4 (P) . And for P not .4-dense, we have H c7^> = {0}. By Chapter III, 6.3, Bourbaki [4] , the set U^ = { U£ P) \% G G P ) forms a filter basis of neighborhoods of the origin for D P /A {P) . Furthermore this topology is Hausdorff (page 223, ibid.).
Let £ G X A G P ' = G' and define U^ to be
(see the definition of cp after Lemma 1.5). Then { £/$|£ G G'} is a filter base of neighborhoods of the origin for a Hausdorff topology of D/A and <p is continuous. By Proposition 6, page 278, ibid., there is a complete Hausdorff ring T such that D/A is a dense subring of T. We now proceed to show that T is isomorphic to Q(D/A).
Let {z a }rf be a Cauchy net in D/A. For x G B, we define £ G G' as follows:
(i) if P is A -dense then, since xD P is not ^4 (P) -dense, there exists w P G (,4 (P) : xD P )\A^; then let £(P) = i/ P (w P ).
Since {z a }^ is a Cauchy net, there is an a G S$ such that if /3, y > a, then v P (zp -z y ) > £(P) for all P G A. From above, zpx -z y x G A {P) for all P G A.
Hence Ji^x = I^x in D/A That is, for each x £ B, {zjc} is a Cauchy net in D/A which is eventually constant and converges to an element in D/A. By defining fx to be this limit, it follows that/ is a well-defined map from B to B. Since/ is a D/A homomorphism,/ is an element of Q(D/A).
We now define /x: T -> Ç by considering z G P. Then s is the limit of a Cauchy net [z a \^ in D/^4 and corresponds to an element/ G Q as above. The element / is seen to be independent of the choice of Cauchy nets. Thus /x is a function from T to Q. Since sums and products in T correspond to sums and products in Q, /x is a homomorphism.
Let z £ T and suppose that s G ker /x; then s is the limit of a Cauchy net {z a }^ in D/G4. Let £ G G 7 . For fixed PGA, where P is ^4 -dense, there exists
x G P\A such that ^P(x) = £(P). Since xP (£ A, there is a 3/ G P\-4. such that x;y G P\T. Since z G ker /x and since {z~^y} is eventually constant, there is an otp G S$ such that if /3 > a P , then s^ G A. Thus ^(z^) > z; P (jx) and
Now for fixed PGA, where P is not A -dense, by Theorem 1.1 there is a y G B such that ^p(^) = 0. Again, since z G ker /x, there is an a P G ^ such that for (3 > a P we have z^y £ A Q A {P K Thus, since £(P) G G P ' -G P +, Vp(zp) = ^pfe^) > KP)-Since A is finite, we can find a G ^ independent of P such that if /3 > a, then z^feO > £(P) for all PGA. Thus {za)^ converges to 0 G D/./1 Ç 7" and /x is a monomorphism.
In the following, we show that /x is onto. We now let the index set J^/ be the collection of elements in B which (i) are not in P if P is not A -dense, (ii) are not in P* U A if P is A -dense, where P* is defined in Theorem 1.1. By Theorem 1.1, s/ is not empty. We order the elements ins/ by defining, for each pair x, y mSZ?, x ^ y if and only if v P (x) ^ v P (y) for all PGA. Note that if P is not A -dense, then v P (x) = 0. The inequality "^" onj/isa partial ordering ands/ becomes a directed set under "^" by Theorem 1. Let / G 0(^/4) and /x a = J a for a es/. Suppose £ G G' and P G A. We must consider two cases. If P is ^4-dense, let w G PD P \A (P) , where v P (w) = £(P). Then there is a w G P£>P such that mu G wPD P \A (P) by Lemma 1.4 (since ^4 (P) is a proper subset of wPD P ). By Theorem 1.1, let 7 be such that v P (x y ) ^ v P (u). For a, /3 > 7, we assume without loss of generality that ^pfe) ^ ^pfe) ^ v P (u) . Then there exists 6 G Z) P 
Thus 3^a/x a -^A/3 G Ut(p) {P) for a, 0 > 7. On the other hand, if P is not yl-dense, then for any a, fi (z se, x a , x$ G P\P. We can again find 6 G D P and a G A {P) , where &x a = ^ and a = &;y ay fi G ^4 (P) . Hence
and ;y a /x a -3^ G ^4 (P) Ç £W P >. Thus we can find a 7 independent of P such that y a /x a -y$/xp G £/$ for all a, p > 7. Therefore {y a /x a }^ is a Cauchy net in D/^4 and hence converges to an element z G T, and 2; maps onto/ G Q(D/A).
The above establishes the following: 4. An example. We now give an example of a homomorphic image of a Prufer domain R which has a non-trivial complete quotient ring. The following is adapted from Example (6), pp. 390-1, Bourbaki [3] : Let r be the real numbers R and let F be an arbitrary field. Let T + = R + U {0} and let C be the semigroup algebra of T + over F. Then C is a domain and an .F-algebra with basis (x a ) a€ r + and multiplication given by Hence the assumption that/ is in R/A leads to a contradiction and R/A is not its own classical quotient ring.
